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Introduction

The Framatome nuclear code package SCIENCE [1] developed in the 1990's has
been fully operational for nuclear design since 1997. Results obtained using the
package demonstrate the high accuracy of its physical models [2] [3].

Nevertheless, since the first release of the SCIENCE package, continuous
improvement work has been carried out at Framatome, which leads today to Version
2 of the package. The intensive use of the package by Framatome teams, for
example, while performing reload calculations and the associated core follow, is a
permanent opportunity to point out any trend or scattering in the results, even the
smaller they are. Thus the main objective of improvements was to take advantage of
the progress in computer performances in using more sophisticated calculation
schemes conducting to more accurate results.

Besides the implementation of more accurate physical models, SCIENCE Version 2
also exploits developments conducted in other fields, mainly for transient calculations
using 3D kinetics or coupling with open-channel core thermalhydraulics and the plant
simulator. These developments allow Framatome to perform accident analyses with
advanced methodologies using the SCIENCE package.

Improved by all these features, Version 2 of SCIENCE is ready to address today's
trends in advanced fuel management with the best possible accuracy: high
enrichment and burnup, extended cycles, complex poisoning, etc.
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SCIENCE Architecture

The overall architecture of the SCIENCE Version 1 package (see figure 1) has been
reproduced in version 2. Users of SCIENCE access computer codes through the
friendly graphical user interface COPILOTE which manages all engineers tasks
needed for calculation: computations chaining, data input, job submittal and
execution monitoring, etc. Figure 2 shows, as an example, the graphic interface used
to enter assembly geometry and characteristics.

Computer C o d e s :

;APpLLO2-F
SMART
SQUALE

Figure 1: SCIENCE General Architecture Figure 2: Example of Graphical Interface

Main components are the APOLLO2-F code for assembly calculations, the SMART
advanced nodal code for 3D core calculations and the SQUALE code for flux map
processing. All of these codes have the same modular architecture allowing easy
management of data structures, using "objects" and easy handling of various
calculation schemes.

Figure 3 shows the flow of calculations and data exchange between the different
codes. APOLLO2-F is the Framatome version of the APOLLO2 code developed by
the French CEA [4] [5]. It is used with the "CEA-93" 99 neutron-energy group library
supplied by the CEA ; data in that library have been processed from the most recent
European cross-section evaluations: JEF 2.2.
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Figure 3: Computer code organization



The AP0LL02-F assembly calculation generates neutronic data required for core
calculation: two-group cross-sections and discontinuity factors for flux computation
and fine reconstruction parameters for pin by pin power and burnup reconstruction.
Feedback parameter domains are covered using APOLLO2 depletion and restart
calculations. Data is collected, tabulated in multi-parametrized tables accordingly to
the SMART feedback model and written into specific files.

Both static and kinetic core calculations are performed by the SMART code using
SMART libraries written by APOLLO2 and restarts files. SMART can also generate
theoretical data needed for flux map treatment with the SQUALE code.

Improvement of Physical Models

Using the same codes as in SCIENCE Version 1, improvements were conducted
implementing more sophisticated calculation schemes at each level of modeling:
- Cell transport calculation with a new assembly calculation scheme,
- Core simulator within microscopic depletion and methodology for rod worth

calculation,
- Thermal model for fuel rod temperatures.

The APOLLO2 code used for assembly calculations has a modular architecture:
several calculation methods are available for flux calculation, self-shielding,
transport/transport or transport/diffusion equivalence on user defined geometries.
Thanks to this architecture, Framatome was able to optimize the calculation scheme
for industrial use of the code in SCIENCE package.

Since version 1, the Framatome optimized calculation scheme has been based on a
separate treatment of energy and spatial effects by using a two-level scheme (see
figure 4): at first, a detailed 99-group spectral calculation is performed under
simplified assembly geometry, then a 2D calculation is performed with six energy
groups for real assembly geometry.
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Figure 4: Two-level APOLLO2-F Scheme
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In the first step, the 99-group flux is obtained using collision probability method (Pij)
on Multicell geometry. The assembly is modelized with one cell per type of rod and
actual (heteregeneous) geometry for each cell. Fuel pellets are divided into 5 rings.

After a heterogeneous/homogeneous transport equivalence leading to a set of 6-
group cross-sections for the homogeneous cells, the second flux calculation is
performed on the actual 2D assembly geometry. The improvement made to
SCIENCE Version 2 is to perform this second flux calculation using the discrete
ordinate method (SN method). Within this calculation, a nodal spatial approximation is
used with S4 as level of angular discretization and a first order (P1) for transfer
cross-section development, which was found to be satisfactory.

Recent developments in APOLLO2 code have made computing fuel depletion
feasible by combining homogeneous flux performed by the SN calculation with
microscopic cross-sections obtained during the first level of calculation. The new
SCIENCE scheme benefits from this work and uses SN flux to deplete the fuel while
preserving the "ring-by-ring" depletion effect. Recent CEA work has shown that this
scheme is close to reference calculations [6].

The main objective in introducing assembly SN calculation was to improve pin by pin
power around heterogeneities (water holes, absorbers) and absorber worth as shown
by the CEA [7] [8]. The benefit is obtained through a better treatment of anisotropy
near heterogeneities and flux gradients across the assembly. Furthermore, the SN
numerical method is very efficient, considering computation time. Thanks also to the
progress in computation speed of computers, this allowed Framatome to industrialize
the new SN APOLLO2 scheme while preserving acceptable calculation time.

Despite the fact that the quality of physical results of a nuclear package is mainly
driven by the initial cell calculation, some improvements were found useful for the
core simulator.

The reactivity calculated at the beginning of cycle is widely influenced by the
modeling of fuel evolution during plant shutdown. Within core simulators using the
microscopic depletion model, as the SMART code does, attention must be paid to
modeling.

Analyses have shown that it was possible to improve the reactivity by explicitly taking
into account more fission products when compared to the standard depletion chain of
16 heavy isotopes and 8 fission products used for SMART in SCIENCE Version 1.
For the new version, 4 isotopes and 2 "macroisotopes" have been added to the
depletion chain with an effective fission yield and a mean decay period. The period of
these fission products is in the range of 6 to 40 days. The 2 "macroisotopes" have
been defined to be equivalent to 4 fission products each. Simulating fuel evolution in
this way, 90% of the reactivity effect during plant shutdown is modeled and core
reactivity at beginning of cycle corrected by about 100 pcm.

During core physics tests, control rod banks are measured using boron dilution.
Throughout measurement the core remains critical. The classic way of calculating
bank worth - difference in calculated reactivity with and without the control bank at
the same boron concentration - is an approximation. One way to avoid this
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approximation is to use the perturbation theory to determine control bank worth from
calculation of actual initial and final critical conditions. This has been done in
SCIENCE Version 2, leading to a small reduction in results scattering.

The adjoint flux was already available in SMART. To apply the perturbation formula,
the variation of diffusion operator has to be evaluated. This variation is obtained
directly by using cross-section changes in the assemblies containing the inserted
control rods.

As the use of the SMART code to perform accident analyses increased, it was found
useful to simplify its use in such cases. To that effect, cross-section parametrization
has been modified to facilitate coverage of accident conditions. Changing the method
of defining cross-sections versus moderator density in the SMART feedback model
allows the new version to cover the whole relevant density range (0.2 to 1) for all
design studies using only a few calculated points.

Fuel and fuel effective temperatures are important parameters for core reactivity.
Recently Framatome has updated, improved and qualified its advanced fuel thermal
mechanical code COPERNIC [9] for very high burnup. This advanced fuel
mechanical code models the degradation of fuel conductivity with burnup, the pellet-
clad closure and evolution of its conductance more accurately on a very large burnup
range (up to 100 GWD/MTU).

The fuel thermal model included in SCIENCE Version 2 has been upgraded to cope
perfectly with the COPERNIC fuel pellet and gap properties versus burnup including
the rim model and thus benefit from the latest known properties of the fuel. Thus the
consistency of fuel temperatures calculated by SCIENCE with the COPERNIC code
now used by Framatome for fuel mechanical performances and design studies is
ensured.

When compared to the fuel temperature calculated by Version 1, Version 2 leads to a
reduction for intermediate burnups (lower than 30 GWD/MTU) due to a different
evolution of the gap closure and conductivity and an increase for high burnups
(greater than 30 GWD/MTU) due to the pellet conductivity degradation with the
burnup.

New Features included in the SCIENCE Package

In addition to physical improvements, new functions developed for accident analyses
are now fully integrated into the SCIENCE package: 3D kinetic calculations, coupling
with open channel thermalhydraulic core model and with plant simulation.

3D kinetic calculation capabilities were added into the SMART code and validated in
the middle of the 1990's [10]. The neutronic model solves the time-dependent
neutron diffusion equations using the same spatial discretization method as in static
option (Nodal Expansion Method) and the 0-method for time discretization. This
method allows fully explicit, semi-implicit or fully implicit treatment of time-steps. The
precursor equations are integrated over time, assuming a linear variation of the
delayed neutron production. Dynamic frequencies are utilized to eliminate the time
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dependence of the flux expansion coefficients
equations.

in the transverse integrated flux

Framatome has developed and/or industrialized for thermalhydraulic analyses the
MANTA code [11] which is a modular general tool adapted to simulate all non-LOCA
transients and the FLICA Ill-F code which is an open-channel core thermalhydraulic
code dedicated to critical heat flux calculation. To allow advanced accident analysis
methodologies both of those codes have been coupled to the SMART code of
SCIENCE package. The general scheme of coupling of these three codes is shown
figure 5.
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Figure 5: General Scheme of SMART / FLICA / MANTA coupling

To couple SMART and FLICA Ill-F codes, the FLICA Ill-F code has been
modularized and included into the SMART code, thanks to the modular structure of
SMART. This allows initializing geometry needed for thermalhydraulic calculation
directly with SMART neutronic geometry. Several options are available, ranging from
using the same radial meshing for neutronics and thermalhydraulics to very coarse
mesh thermalhydraulic geometry except around hot assemblies.

As shown in figure 5, core power distribution and core water density distribution are
exchanged between the two models during convergence process in static calculation
or at each time step in kinetic calculation. In both options, pin by pin reconstruction
and sub-channel calculation may be activated to perform DNBR calculation. In kinetic
calculation, the model takes into account time-dependent radial heat conduction
inside the fuel pin to calculate actual thermal flux transmitted to the fluid.

The interest of such coupling between core neutronic and core open-channel
thermalhydraulic models has been discussed in [12]. This type of coupling has been
used at Framatome for analyses concerning the European Pressurised Reactor
(EPR).

The coupling between MANTA and SMART codes has been developed differently:
the two codes are kept independent and are linked with a message-passing
technique thanks to the Parallel Virtual Machine library (PVM). In that coupling, the
MANTA code acts as master and SMART as slave. This enables use of the efficient
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time-step data manager (TSDM) included in MANTA just like in standalone MANTA
calculations with internal OD neutronic model. This TSDM manages independent
requested time-steps for each physical model (neutronic, thermalhydraulic, fuel
thermal model) and calculates the optimized time-step for the whole process.

Data exchange between SMART and MANTA is also presented in figure 5. SMART
provides 3D nuclear power distribution deposited into fuel rods and directly into
coolant and also fuel rod thermal flux through the cladding. MANTA provides
moderator density, boron concentration and I&C parameters (rod positions, etc.). The
core meshing for this coupling is the same on both sides: MANTA core model is
composed of as many parallel 1D pipes as radial meshes in the neutronic model up
to a full core modelization.

The MANTA/SMART coupling will be useful for analysing all normal or abnormal
transients when there is a close interaction between 3D neutronic and plant
behaviour, such as rod drop, excessive load increase, etc. Framatome is already
developing relevant methodologies to analyse this kind of accident, for example
within the scope of Pellet/Clad Interaction (PCI) analyses.

To further extend Framatome's capabilities, coupling of the three codes is already
being tested. This 3-code coupling only requires correct activation of the FLICA
module integrated in SMART while running the MANTA / SMART coupling.

Thanks to all these new features Framatome can perform advanced accident
analyses. In this area, a new relevant methodology has been developed for rod
ejection accident analysis [13]. The methodology was licensed in France at the end
of 1998. It allows performing full rod ejection analyses with a fine 3D model taking
into account the worst initial conditions that might happen during the reactor life and
all relevant uncertainties associated with the 3D model. It shows that the rod ejection
accident does not exceed the enthalpy value found to lead to a clad rupture in the
RIA CABRI tests for any core fuel pin at any burnup.

Validation of SCIENCE Version 2

Validation results for version 1 of SCIENCE demonstrate the good behaviour of
physical schemes used in it when compared to experimental data and operational
data from mock-ups and power plants respectively. Statistical uncertainties obtained
were lower or equal to uncertainties classically taken into account with the calculated
values or the acceptance criteria.

Validation of SCIENCE Version 2 has been conducted using integral and critical
mock-ups and operational data from the Framatome Group fuelled reactors, including
US and Belgium plants to cover a very large range of fuel PWR type and core fuel
management.

Critical experiments allow some specific neutronic parameters which cannot be
measured in power reactors to be measured, such as reactivity or pin power
distribution. Based on available data, the CEA in partnership with EDF and
Framatome launched a fundamental qualification program for APOLLO2 in the early
1990's. This program aims to validate the various models included in the code such
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as the self-shielding model. This program is still running and producing
validating/qualifying results [8] [14] [15].

Framatome, on its own, uses similar results to validate industrialized schemes
developed for operational use in the SCIENCE package. Some results obtained with
Version 2 of the package are given below.

EPICURE is a CEA mockup dedicated to the measurement of the pin-by-pin reaction
rate in UOX and in MOX zoned assemblies. EPICURE was also used to accurately
measure the worth of the AIC and B4C control rod clusters in UOX or MOX
assemblies.

Figure 6 shows the deviation (C/M-1) obtained on the EPICURE AIC and B4C cluster
worth. As it can been seen on this table, Version 2 gives excellent results with a
mean value lower than 1%. The slight systematic deviation initially obtained with
version 1, which was a little higher than 3%, disappears.

EPICURE
Experiments

UOX:UH1.4

MOX: UMZONE

Control rod
cluster

24 AIC
24B4C
24 AIC
24B4C
Mean value:

SCIENCE V2
C/M-1
(%)
1.7%
0.3%

-0.9%
2.4%
0.9%

Measurement
uncertainty

(1 or)
2.5%
2.4%
1.4%
1.8%

Figure 6: Comparison of the APOLLO2-F calculated values with
the values of the control rod cluster worth measured on EPICURE

Pin power comparisons have also been performed on EPICURE UOX and MOX
experiment results. The one-sided 95%-95% uncertainty obtained with Version 2
simulations for the pin-by-pin reaction rate calculation is 2%, compared to 3%
obtained previously with Version 1. This 1% gain is one example of the superior
ability of Version 2 to model the thermal flux gradient around the hole waters and the
absorbers produced by the SN scheme.

Framatome now has a very large amount of power reactor operational data from
more than 600 power plant cycles worldwide.

A set of 62 cycles was chosen as representative of the different types of fuel and fuel
management currently used in power plants. This set is made of 37 cycles from
French plants loaded with UOX and MOX fuel, 15 cycles issued Belgium, some of
them with high gadolinium content, and 10 cycles issued from USA with U235
enrichment from 2.06% to 4.75%, generally poisoned with B4C in a AI2O3 support or
poisoned with both gadolinium in fuel pins and B4C in AI2O3.

These 62 cycles include Out-ln and In-Out low leakage fuel loading with cycle
lengths up to 24 months.
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Figure 7 shows the reactivity calculated by SCIENCE version 2 in core physics test
conditions and power flux map conditions for the selected 62 cycles. The mean value
is very close to zero (40 pcm) and well over 95 % of the points are in the range ±500
pcm, most being in the ±300 pcm range. No trend is observed with the cycle burnup
but only - with certain long cycles - an underestimation of reactivity near the middle
of the cycle probably due to consumption of the B10 in the soluble boron,
consumption that is not taken into account in the simulation.
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Figure 7: Reactivity calculated in HFP flux map conditions / 62 cycles

Figure 8 shows the deviation between version 2 calculated values and measured
values obtained on control bank worths. The mean value is zero and more than 95%
of the results are comprised between ±10%, in fact 95% of the points are between
±8% exactly.
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Figure 9 shows is a histogram of the deviation obtained between the calculated
activities in the instrumented incore locations and the measured values. The
standard deviation obtained is 1.74% which demonstrates that 95% of the points are
comprised between ±3.5%.
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Figure 9: Integral Activities in Instrumented Thimbles

Associated with the microscopic (pin-by-pin) uncertainty factor of 2%, the 95%-95%
hot channel uncertainty factor is obtained with SCIENCE V2 at a value of 3.2% on
the 62 representative cycles set, and 4.2% for the hot spot uncertainty factor. These
values are lower than classical uncertainties applied to FAH and Fq.

In summary, the main improvements made by version 2 of the SCIENCE package
are found in pin-by-pin power calculation that gives a 1% reduction in the microscopic
uncertainty (3% becomes 2%), on the calculation of the absorbers eliminating the
slight systematic deviation initially obtained on the absorber worth values from the
critical experiments and higher consistency in power plant core benchmarks for
reactivity and control bank worth.

Conclusion

The SCIENCE version 2 nuclear code package constitutes a powerful and accurate
full-scope tool for advanced nuclear analyses. This tool benefits from the permanent
support of the CEA and its numerous experimental results available which represent
a very effective means of proving the quality and accuracy of APOLLO2.

The SCIENCE V2 package - coupled with the primary loop simulator MANTA - is
fully able to simulate any transient requiring fine 3D modelling taking into account full
feedback from the primary loop behaviour, thermalhydraulics and neutronics of the
core in kinetic conditions.

In the future, Framatome's sustained development work aims to ensure this tool
remains state-of-the-art. The CEA will contribute to this objective with new
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developments in APOLLO2 such as addition of the characteristics method which is
ongoing [16] [17].
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